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Strategy
Main Goal: 
Development of the ESS Reference Methodological Framework for MNO Data

Actual Conditions: Highly Restricted Access to Data



Access and Experience

• Evidence from raw signalling data

• Major challenges: either in terms of methods or ease of implementation
for present population estimation

• Descriptive statistics on key identified data challenges

• A first version of present population has been produced for France
(described and discussed in deliverable I7)

• Simplicity was preferred over complex methods

• This preliminary work has been permitted by a research project
conducted with Orange Labs, among others



Access and Experience
For future improvements:

• Minimize sensitivity to network/behavioural effects
These may be large and are confounding population variations in uncontrolled ways -
even in a favourable context such as the use of signalling data

• Assess and correct for representativeness
An open-ended question that requires an assessment of individual characteristics
(temporarily, for intermediate calculations and not for end use)

• Combination of sources is promising, but underdeveloped!

• Longitudinal views are essential
Even for the present population estimation (for mobility it is more obvious) !!

• Many of these points are considered in WPI Methodological Proposal



Access and Experience

But Access and Access again!!

• The first wave of raw signalling data explored for this project was erased
in compliance with privacy laws and access was allowed through a limited 
period of time through the sharing of transparent calculations (no 
exchange of individual data) with Orange Labs.

• There is no new raw signalling data collection for this project planned 
today.

• It is hoped that the e-privacy regulation will facilitate applications for 
official statistics and research purposes, under appropriate privacy 
protection conditions.



Access and Experience

• Mobile network operators in Germany
• Market share of 1/3 (state 2nd quarter 2020) 

• Cooperation Agreement with Teralytics

• Mobile network data
• Specific geometry

• Signaling data: anonymized and aggregated 

• 24 hours evaluation period

• Dwell time

• Sociodemographic characteristics

• Minimum number of counts per area ≥ 5

33%

37%

30%

Market shares of  German 
mobile providers 

(2nd quarter 2020) 

Telekom

Vodafone

Telefónica

See Bundesnetzagentur: 
https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/DE/Sachgebiete/Telekommu
nikation/Unternehmen_Institutionen/Marktbeobachtung/Deutsc
hland/Mobilfunkteilnehmer/Mobilfunkteilnehmer_node.html

https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/DE/Sachgebiete/Telekommunikation/Unternehmen_Institutionen/Marktbeobachtung/Deutschland/Mobilfunkteilnehmer/Mobilfunkteilnehmer_node.html


Access and Experience

Correlation between Telefónica & Telekom mobile network activities from 
2018/2019 and population of the 2011 census in Germany

Pearson correlation coefficient
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Access and Experience

Ongoing projects with mobile network data
• Mobility indicators

• Changes in mobility due to restriction measures in Corona hotspots

• ‚Pendler Mobil‘
• Mobility analyses of the population based on mobile network data to support the 

current commuter statistic

• ‘VerBindungen’: research co-operation project with the Federal Ministry of 
Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI)
• Representative determination of the nationwide traffic demand and accessibility

indicators

• Georeferenced intercensal population update using mobile network data

• Study of methodological challenges of mobile network data: legal, strategic 
and data-specific

https://www.destatis.de/EN/Service/EXDAT/Datensaetze/mobility-indicators-mobilephone.html


Access and Experience
Direct access to the data:

- Our traditional working modality:  our 
hands directly into the data 

- Great opportunity to learn technicalities, 
potentialities, and weakness of the data

- Facilitate the discovery of new data 
products

This is suspended pending the opinion of 
the Data Protection Authority on the Data 
Protection Impact Assessment 

Cooperation with the Telco company without  
access to data:

- New working modality, new challenges for 
the organization of the work, the 
relationship with our partners and 
stakeholders

- Still in an experimental phase



Access and Experience



Access and Experience

Two Sprint experiences: 

Origin-Destination matrix for commuters Presences and movements of tourists

We cooperate with the Telco company in a privileged position, the experience from this 
Essnet facilitates us in 

- speaking the same language: the role of glossary
- identifying strengths: granularity and timeliness 
- being aware of weakness: position and inference

Privacy by design



Access and Experience

New Issues/challenges with data-access: 

1. Old national telecom laws (that also apply to his data source causing and providing 
room for discussions on what is (not) allowed)

2. Perceived identification risks because of newly developed and complex methods at 
Chinese Universities for ODT-cubes. Anonymization can still be guaranteed in 
aggregated data but some measures have to be taken into account. This requires 
research and very specialized skills to see if the hacking methods are applicable.

3. Privacy authorities have a national freedom to interpret European rules and advises. 
They can start investigations given point 1 and 2 to prove they are actually looking at 
the rights of civilians. Also the mobile phone subject has a high emotional value. This 
consumes time and there is room for misunderstandings because it is complex from 
a legal and technical perspective.



Access and Experience

What is needed?

1. The new e-privacy regulation that only gives access to anonymous aggregated data for 
statistics and science, with no option to use it for other purposes. Devices should never 
be counted directly.

2. Keep data local as possible. There should be a realization that there is an alternative 
world with commercial data brokers and big-tech companies that have other side effects 
(on privacy).

3. More attention and research on statistical disclosure control. Statistical disclosure 
control is never finished. New studies that try to hack aggregated data should be 
investigated and measures should be taken in the data processing to guarantee 
anonymity of the output.



Access and Experience

• No data access.

• Direct Contact: 
• invitations sent to 4 Romanian MNOs; 2 reactions; only 1 positive answer (finally 

declined due to unknown reasons).

• Indirect Contact:
• through DG of National Telecommunication Agency (NTA); now resigned and start all 

over again.

• International MNOs dependent on mother company.



Access and Experience

• Antecedents (ESSnet Big Data I):

• Three main MNOs contacted; only one MNO reacted positively.

• However, dangerous precedent avoided to establish a purely comercial relationship.

• Present (ESSnet Big Data II): slow convergence and common understanding

• No data access.

• Verbal agreement reached with 1 MNO to hire a research team and resources

implementing partially the RMF on MNO’s premises.

• Contractual implementation under study (Law of Public Contract).

• Depending on success of the agreement, develop a long-term partnership around the 
industrialization of the RMF for public and private purposes.



Statistical Methods

From the hour-glass model to a modular end-to-end process



Statistical Methods
Modular structure

• Geolocation of mobile devices
• Event Location Probability Model
• Transition Probability Model

• Device-multiplicity Probability Model

• Statistical Filtering

• Aggregation

• Inference

To compute probabilities of location over
each tile of a reference grid

To compute probabilities of device-multiplicity

To identify target population units in mobile network datasets

To compute probability distributions for
number of individuals in the network

To compute probability distributions for
number of individuals in the target population



Statistical Methods
Integration of modules

Probability distributions as module interface:

• To rigorously deal with inference.

• To account for uncertainty and seamlessly produce 
accuracy indicators.

• To combine data sources through priors and posteriors.



Statistical Methods

Geolocation

• Input Data:
• Network event data 𝑬 = {𝑬𝒅𝒕}𝒕=𝟎,𝟏,…,𝑻

𝒅=𝟏,…,𝑫

• Network configuration parameters such as emission power
P, path loss exponent , BTS orientation,... 

• Aux Info such as land use, transport networks,...

• Output Data:
• Posterior location probabilities ℙ 𝑇𝑑𝑡 = 𝑖 𝑬, 𝑰

𝒂𝒖𝒙

(𝑇𝑑𝑡: location tile of device d at time t)

• Throughput:
• Static approach: Bayes’ theorem
• Dynamic approach: Hidden Markov Models



Statistical Methods

Device Multiplicity

• Input Data:
• Network event data 𝑬 = {𝑬𝒅𝒕}𝒕=𝟎,𝟏,…,𝑻

𝒅=𝟏,…,𝑫

• Network configuration parameters such as emission power
P, path loss exponent , BTS orientation,... 

• Aux Info such as land use, transport networks,...

• Output Data:
• Device multiplicity probabilities ℙ 𝐻𝑑1𝑑2 𝑬

(𝐻𝑑1𝑑2: devices d1 and d2 belong to the same individual)

• Throughput:
• Bayesian approach:

• Option 1: Computation of ℙ 𝐻𝑑1𝑑2 𝑬𝑑1 , 𝑬𝑑2
• Option 2: Computation of ℙ 𝐻𝑑1𝑑2 𝑬

• Trajectory approach: comparison of coarse prob-based trajs



Statistical Methods

Statistical Filtering

• Input Data:
• Posterior location probabilities
ℙ 𝑇𝑑𝑡 = 𝑖 𝑬, 𝑰

𝒂𝒖𝒙

• Output Data:
• Device classification/filtering 𝐷 ⟶ 𝐷𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

• Throughput:
• Computation of indicators based on animal 

movement analysis
• Design and application of algorithms

TO BE DEVELOPED



Statistical Methods

Aggregation

• Input Data:
• Posterior location probabilities ℙ 𝑇𝑑𝑡 = 𝑖 𝑬, 𝑰

𝒂𝒖𝒙

• Device multiplicity probabilities ℙ 𝐻𝑑1𝑑2 𝑬

• Territorial units r=1,2,...,R

• Output Data:
• Number of detected individuals probabilities

ℙ 𝑁𝑟𝑡
𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝑛 𝑬, 𝑰𝒂𝒖𝒙

• Throughput:
• Construction of random variables without further

modelling hypothesis

𝑵𝑡
𝑛𝑒𝑡 =  

𝑑=1

𝐷𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

𝑻𝑑𝑡

𝑻𝑑𝑡 ⇝ ℙ 𝑇𝑑𝑡 = 𝑖 𝑬, 𝑰
𝒂𝒖𝒙 , ℙ 𝐻𝑑1𝑑2 𝑬



Statistical Methods

Inference (Present Population and OD matrices)

• Input Data:
• Probabilities for the number of detected individuals

ℙ 𝑁𝑟𝑡
𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝑛 𝑬, 𝑰𝒂𝒖𝒙

• Telco Market Penetration Rates 𝑃𝑟0
• Register-based Population Count Data 𝑁𝑟0

𝑟𝑒𝑔

• Posterior location probabilities ℙ 𝑇𝑑𝑡 = 𝑖 𝑬, 𝑰
𝒂𝒖𝒙

• Device multiplicity probabilities ℙ 𝐻𝑑1𝑑2 𝑬

• Output Data:
• Number of target individuals probabilities ℙ 𝑁𝑟𝑡 = 𝑛 𝑬, 𝑰

𝒂𝒖𝒙

• Throughput:
• Hierarchical Bayesian Modelling 𝑁𝑟𝑡

𝑛𝑒𝑡 ≅ 𝐵𝑖𝑛 𝑁𝑟𝑡 , 𝑝𝑟𝑡
• Depending on available info (uncertainty), model hierarchy for

• 𝑝𝑟𝑡 (observation proces) 
• 𝑁𝑟𝑡 (state process)



Software Tools

• A synthetic network event generation software:
• Avoids the issue about accessing real MNO data;
• Provides the “ground truth” needed to estimate the accuracy of our models;
• Allows us to identify different concrete aspects by configuring different simulation scenarios;

• A set of R packages :
• destim – computes the location probabilities for mobile devices;
• deduplication – solves the device multiplicity issue;
• aggregation – computes the probability distribution for the number of individuals;
• inference – combines auxiliary information with number of individuals to compute the probability distribution for 

total number individuals and OD matrices;
• mobloc – computes event location and location probabilities (Bayesian model)
• mobvis – provides routines for visualizations.

• All these software tools are freely available:
https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData

• They are described in detail in deliverables I2, I4 and I8

Overview

https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData


Software Tools

Network Event Simulator

• Developed in C++, distributed at the level of 
• source code (with makefiles for Windows, Linux, MacOS), 

• docker image (available here: https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData/simulator)

• Modular allowing evolvability and configurable allowing different simulation scenarios
and mobile network configurations;

Software structure Data flow

https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData/simulator


Software Tools
Production software

• A series of R packages
(one contains  C++ code for performance)

• They closely follow the architecture of the 
methodological framework

• Development principles:
• modularity - the division of the production process into separate 

modules
• abstraction - interaction through interfaces making the internals 

of each module independent of the rest of modules

• All packages have vignettes, reference manuals and 
end-to-end examples

• All packages are computationally intensive and use 
parallel computing techniques.



Software Tools

• mobloc (https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData/mobloc)
• Estimation of geographical positions of devices, based on:

• Bayes’ Rule, by combining a prior (e.g. land use) and a likelihood (also 
called “event location”) 

• A signal strength model (using antenna properties) for modelling the 
likelihood

• Inputs:
• Cell Plan, which contain the cell/antenna properties, such as 

coordinates, height, power, propagation direction, etc.
• (optional) Elevation data
• (optional) Prior data, such as land use
• (optional) Administrative regions

• Outputs:

• The posterior location distribution (Bayesian approach)
• The likelihood location distribution (event location), to be used for 

other estimators, e.g. the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) or a 
Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData/mobloc_v0.1


Software Tools

• destim (https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData/destim) 
• It exploits the network events data and derive localization probability for each device at the level of 

geographical units using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM);
• Inputs:

• Network events;
• Signal strength/signal dominance (needed to compute the emission probabilities for HMM);
• Some general parameters: grid/tile size, the sequence of time instants;

• Outputs (as csv files):
• Location probabilities for each device, each tile and time instant;
• Joint location probabilities for each device, each tile and consecutive time instants.

• deduplication (https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData/deduplication)
• It classifies the devices as being in 1:1 or 2:1 correspondence with its owner;
• It uses a probabilistic classification assigning each device a probability to belong to one of the two classes;

• Two approaches:

• A Bayesian approach based on network events (with 2 variants);

• A trajectory similarity approach.

https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData/destim
https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData/deduplication


Software Tools

• deduplication (continuation)
• Inputs:

• Network events;

• Location probabilities;

• Signal strength/dominance, cell boundaries.

• Outputs:
• A csv file with the duplicity probability for each device;

• aggregation (https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData/aggregation)
• It provides the probability distribution of the number of individuals using a Poisson multinomial distribution;

• Inputs:
• Duplicity probabilities;

• General parameters: grid/tile size, geographical regions, the sequence of time instants;

• Outputs:
• Two csv files  - random variates to compute a point estimation of the number of individuals in a region and the number individuals 

moving from one region to another;

https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData/aggregation


Software Tools

• inference (https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData/inference)

• Combines auxiliary information (population registers, MNO penetration rates) with the detected number of 
individuals to provide the distribution of the target population count;

• Inputs:
• Posterior location probabilities for each device (from destim);

• Duplicity probabilities for each device (from deduplication);

• The random variates provided by aggregation;

• Auxiliary information: 

• register-based population counts for each territorial unit;

• MNO penetration rates for each territorial unit.

• Outputs:
• The probability distribution of the target population count (as random variates);

• The Origin – Destination matrices (again as random variates);

https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData/inference


Software Tools

• mobvis (https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData/mobvis)

• Visualizations, (interactive) maps, dashboards, and 
animations. 

• Inputs:

• mobloc in- and outputs: estimated signal 
strength, cell plan, and location probability 
distributions

• simulator outputs: location probability 
distributions per device, tile, and time stamp

• Outputs:

• (Interactive) maps of the event location (likelihood) 
and posterior distributions

• A dashboard for the signal strength model from 
mobloc

• A dashboard to explore the mobloc output

• Animated location distributions based on simulated 
network events

https://github.com/MobilePhoneESSnetBigData/mobvis


Glossary of Terms
Telco and Official Statistics 
speak different languages in their own 
worlds, we need to understand each 
other.

A glossary of terms, for non-telco-expert 
readers, helps to create a bridge 
between the two words, official 
statisticians and telco experts. 

The Data Sources are classified in 3 
types: ”Phone Data”, ”Network Data”, 
and ”Business Data”. 

Each source data has its data structure 
and appear in the Glossary of terms.

Details in Deliverable I.5



Glossary of Terms

COLLECT

PROCESS –
phase1

(data preparation):
• Selection
• Trasformation

PROCESS - phase2
• Integration (surves & registers)
• Elaboration
• Aggregation
• Inference

ANALYSE-
VALIDATE

DISSEMINATE

Source Metadata Convergence Metadata Statistical Metadata

Glossary

In a privacy-by-design approach,
only the information strictly required for the analysis can be selected,
therefore source metadata are crucial for selecting the
raw data and transforming them into the data prepared for further 
processing

Details in Deliverable I.5



Glossary of Terms
COLLECT

PROCESS –
phase1

PROCESS - phase2
ANALYSE-
VALIDATE

DISSEMINATE

Source Metadata Convergence Metadata Statistical Metadata

Glossary

The Data Sources are classified in 3 
types: ”Phone Data”, ”Network 
Data”, and ”Business Data”. 

Glossary of terms for each source.

Data preparation, i.e. the selection and possible 
transformations of the data: 
- Spatial and temporal transformation 
- Anonymization
Data elaboration and estimation: 
- prior/posterior location, 
- population estimation, commuters, tourists

These processes are agreed with the Telco co. and 
often constitute a constraint for input privacy.Details in Deliverable I.5



BREAL and MNO Data

A model for the end-to-end production process from raw telco data to final estimates of 
the target population, with the aims of describing their specific activities through a 
standard framework, comparable models, and harmonised terminology

- by WPF

It follows the and «saves» other well-known
Business Models already in use in Official Statistics, adapting them to the Big Data context.  

Details in Deliverable I.6



BREAL and MNO Data

The BREAL Information 
Architecture perfectly 
adheres and represents  
the 3 layers of Telco data



BREAL and MNO Data
The application layer is able to describe the steps identified in the methodology

1. Geolocation of mobile devices.
2. Device duplicity classification.
3. Statistical filtering.

4. Aggregation.
5. Inference.

Business 
function

Application 
Service

Specific instance 
of the service



BREAL and MNO Data
BREAL Business Functions and Application Services for the O/D Matrix of Commuters



BREAL and MNO Data
BREAL and the Telco Data Life Cycle



Conclusions
• No sustainable access to data for production; limited access for research

• Business/Technical Complexity: 
• two-way feedback between strategy and methodological framework
• importance of privacy risk assessment and DPA involvement

• ESS Reference Methodological Framework
• use of simulated data
• process-oriented not product-oriented -> multiple statistical domains
• end-to-end process: from raw telco data to final statistical estimates
• modularity, modularity, modularity
• not just (aggregation + visualization) but also (estimation + quality) -> statistical inference

• Towards Big Data production standards
• Structural metadata: glossary of terms
• In-situ processing
• BREAL



Future prospects
Strategy

• Integral course of action for new role of Official Statistics in a datafied society:
• More presence in international communities

Data stewardships and European/National Data Strategies
Taxes and Data for Social Good: EBITDA - earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization

• Legal framework
Privacy of citizens, MNOs’ legal coverage, data provision sustainability for Official Statistics

• Privacy risk assessment -> communication policy

• Search for public-private partnership formulas with MNOs
• Search beyond the Official Statistics community
• Roles and responsibilities
• Task allocation -> costs
• Intellectual property rights / open source software
• Product scope: delimitation of public and private interests



Future prospects

ESS Reference Methodological Framework

• Joint European context: efforts beyond individual NSIs -> TF MNO Data, ESS TSS Centre

• Strategy-Methodology Feedback: 
• priority of modules / new modules
• inform strategic actions

• Development of statistical disclosure control methods for privacy risk assessment

• Development of quality framework (input, throughput, output)

• Development of methodology for multiMNO scenarios

• Thorough study of computational scalability

• Use of production standards (BREAL)
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